Lucere is a collection of resin sheets featuring either encapsulated material, faux stone, deep textures, colour backing, or mirror creating sheets with unparalleled depth and clarity. Almost the entire Lucere range can be fabricated with standard wood working tools and easily installed with glass fittings, providing the perfect solution for applications where the weight and fragility of glass is problematic.

**LUCERE FEATURES**

- Fabricated with standard wood working tools
- More impact resistant than glass
- Perfect for partitions, screens and lighting
- Easy to maintain
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LUCERE ENCAPSULATED
Lucere Encapsulated is a range of poured resin sheets. The pouring process encapsulates the various materials creating a sheet with unparalleled depth and clarity. Lucere is perfect for partitions, screens and lighting applications.

WHAT IS LUCERE ENCAPSULATED?

Lucere Encapsulated is a range of poured resin sheets. The pouring process encapsulates the various materials creating a sheet with unparalleled depth and clarity. Lucere is perfect for partitions, screens and lighting applications.

LUCERE ENCAPSULATED FEATURES

- Perfect for partitions, screens and lighting
- Fabricated with standard wood working tools*
- Unparalleled depth and clarity
- Fully refinishable to matt or gloss

*excluding Alchemy and Fency
PROJECT: BOX HILL HOSPITAL
DESIGNER: SILVER THOMAS HANLEY, BALDERSTONE LEND LEASE
PRODUCT USED: LUCERE LEAVES

PROJECT: ADIDAS STORE
PRODUCT USED: LUCERE KALEIDOSCOPE PINK

PROJECT: PRAXIS FAMILY CLINIC
DESIGNER: AKKAN DESIGN
PRODUCT USED: LUCERE VINEYARD

PROJECT: LION HOTEL
DESIGNER: BROWN FALCONER
PRODUCT USED: LUCERE STONES INCA BLUE

PROJECT: RYDE EASTWOOD LEAGUES CLUB
DESIGNER: 1:1:6 DESIGNER
PRODUCT USED: LUCERE ALCHEMY BRONZE

PROJECT: HAWK’S LOUNGE
LUCERE ENCAPSULATED SPECIFICATIONS

SHEET SIZES
48” X 120” (3050mm x 1220mm), 48” X 96” (2440mm x 1220mm) & 39” X 78” (2000mm x 1000mm)
Not all designs available in all sheet sizes

THICKNESSES
¼” (6mm), 3/8” (9mm) & ½ (12mm)
Not all designs available in all thicknesses

SURFACE FINISH
Gloss, Matt or Gloss / Matt

CUSTOMISABLE
Design - 10 sheet minimum

INDOOR / OUTDOOR
Indoor use only

WET AREAS
Yes - edges must be sealed

FABRICATION
Standard wood-working tools (excluding Alchemy and Fency)

THERMOFORMABLE
Most designs - contact your nearest Crown branch for details

INSTALLATION
An expansion gap of ¼” per 36” (1mm per 1 metre) of product should be allowed for when setting out your sheets. Most glass fittings can be used

REFINISHABLE
Fully refinishable to Gloss or Matt

LEAD TIME
8 - 10 weeks.
Express delivery is available subject to a surcharge.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
In most instances, warm water, mild detergent, and a soft sponge, cloth or chamois will be enough to clean Lucere.

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION
Easily recycled. Contact your nearest Crown branch for details

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
1. Being handmade, slight imperfections in Lucere are deemed acceptable. These slight imperfections may include small bubbles in the interlayer or slight surface texture imperfections. Any imperfection that is not visible 36” (1 meter) away from the panel is deemed within commercial tolerance.
2. Lucere sheets may not be perfectly flat. Due to this, it is always suggested that the sheet be fully framed or mechanically fixed.
3. Natural products used in Lucere are seasonal. As such, variations in colour and density may occur between samples and the order. If this detail is critical, a sample of current stock should be produced for final approval which will add up to 3 weeks to the ordering process.
4. Lucere can be used as a splashback but NOT behind a stove or cooktop. We recommend a minimum distance of 12” (300mm) from stove or cooktop.
LUCERE ENCAPSULATED
lucere encapsulated
LUCERE ENCAPSULATED

G75 GRASSES & REEDS LOTUS
G52 GRASSES & REEDS MAIZE
G62 GRASSES & REEDS MAIZE BLUSH
G50 GRASSES & REEDS MALI
G54 GRASSES & REEDS MEAL

G35 GRASSES & REEDS MEAL GREEN
G24 GRASSES & REEDS MOZART
G61 GRASSES & REEDS PERENNIAL
G84 GRASSES & REEDS POSY
G26 GRASSES & REEDS RIBBON

G42 GRASSES & REEDS SAUX
G34 GRASSES & REEDS SEAGRASS
G77 GRASSES & REEDS STRAW
G80 GRASSES & REEDS TOGO

G93 GRASSES & REEDS TURBARY
G32 GRASSES & REEDS TUSsock
G94 GRASSES & REEDS VELDT
G71 GRASSES & REEDS TUMBLEWEED

G25 GRASSES & REEDS VINEYARD
G64 GRASSES & REEDS WILLOW
G47 GRASSES & REEDS WOODRING

G96 LEAVES POT POURRI
G36 LEAVES SEASONAL BROWN
G46 LEAVES SEASONAL GREEN
G87 LEAVES SOLSTICE
G01 LEAVES WINDSPUN ROSE
C911 METTLE RED
C811 METTLE TEAL
C36 METTLE WAVE AUBERGINE
C26 METTLE WAVE GOLD
C41 LUSTER FUSE GOLD
C17 LUSTER FUSE SILVER
C811 LUSTER MEDALLION
C71 LUSTER SABLE
C211 LUSTER SAMITE
C701 METALLIC BLUE
C011 METALLIC DUST
C601 METALLIC GOLD
C11 METALLIC GREEN
C901 METALLIC LIME
C801 METALLIC ORANGE
C911 METALLIC SILVER
lucere encapsulated

C42 RIPPLE COFFEE
C601 RIPPLE CREAM
C34 RIPPLE LIME
C04 RIPPLE ORANGE
C31 RIPPLE SILVER
C50 RIPPLE WHITE
C63 RIPPLE WINE
Y25 STONE INCA BLUE
Y55 STONE INCA ORANGE
Y45 STONE INCA RED
Y35 STONE PHOENIX
C21 TEXTILES BONDOIR
C64 TEXTILES FEATHER
C66 TEXTURES LAVA BLACK
C30 TEXTURES MELT WHITE
C82 TEXTURES PATENT WHITE
C711 TEXTURES THATCH BLACK
C72 TEXTURES THATCH WHITE
C411 TEXTURES ZEBRA BLACK
C51 TEXTURES ZEBRA WHITE
J63 VENEER ALPINE
J33 VENEER BRAMBLE
J52 VENEER DRIFTWOOD
J83 VENEER BRUSH
J13 VENEER CEDAR
lucere encapsulated

NT-03 PEBBLES GRASS

NT-14 PEBBLES SEASIDE
NT-04 PEBBLES SNOW
NT-11 PEBBLES STORMCLOUDS

NT-06 PEBBLES SUNSHINE

YI-0013 FENCY

LUCERE ENCAPSULATED

FF-0105 TREASURE TROVE SILVER
FF-0104 TREASURE TROVE GOLD
FF-0105-1 TREASURE TROVE PLATINUM
FF-0104-1 TREASURE TROVE SATIN GOLD
WHAT IS LUCERE MONOLITHIC?

Enjoy the aesthetic of natural stone without any drawbacks. The Lucere Monolithic range combines the look and feel of stone with an incredible translucent quality to provide a product that is easy to install, can be refinished and has a stain resistant surface. Lucere Monolithic is ideal for use in a wide range of environments such as bars, hotel lobbies and restaurants.

LUCERE MONOLITHIC FEATURES

- Fabricated with standard wood-working tools
- Perfect for screens and cladding
- Great when backlit
LUCERE MONOLITHIC SPECIFICATIONS

SHEET SIZES 48" X 96" (2440mm x 1220mm)
THICKNESSES ¼"(6mm), ⅜" (9mm) & ½ (12mm)
Not all designs available in all thicknesses
SURFACE FINISH Matt or Gloss (depending on design)
CUSTOMISABLE Contact your nearest Crown branch for details
INDOOR / OUTDOOR Indoor use only
WET AREAS Yes - edges must be sealed
FABRICATION Standard wood-working tools
THERMOFORMABLE Contact your nearest Crown branch for details
INSTALLATION An expansion gap of 1/16" per 36" (1mm per 1 metre) of product should be allowed for when setting out your sheets. Most glass fittings can be used
REFINISHABLE Fully refinishable to gloss or matt
LEAD TIME 8 - 10 weeks.
Express delivery is available subject to a surcharge.
CARE INSTRUCTIONS In most instances, warm water, mild detergent, and a soft sponge, cloth or chamois will be enough to clean Lucere.
ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION Easily recycled. Contact your nearest Crown branch for details
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
1. Being handmade, slight imperfections in Lucere are deemed acceptable. These slight imperfections may include small bubbles in the interlayer or slight surface texture imperfections. Any imperfection that is not visible 36" (1 meter) away from the panel is deemed within commercial tolerance.
2. Lucere sheets may not be perfectly flat. Due to this, it is always suggested that the sheet be fully framed or mechanically fixed.
3. Lucere can be used as a splashback but NOT behind a stove or cooktop. We recommend a minimum distance of 12" (300mm) from stove or cooktop.
LUCERE TEXTURES
WHAT IS LUCERE TEXTURES?

Lucere Textures is a range of panels with a deep texture that is unable to be achieved in other translucent materials. The panels come in clear or with a green tint to closely emulate glass but are 40 times more impact resistant than glass. Lending an air of sophistication and elegance, the clear variants can even be used outdoors.

LUCERE TEXTURES FEATURES

- 40 times more impact resistant than glass
- Easily fabricated
- Cost effective textured solution
- Custom colours/tints available
LUCERE TEXTURES SPECIFICATIONS

Sheet Size / Thickness 8" X 96" (2440mm x 1220mm) / 3/8” (9mm)
Surface Finish Gloss or Matt
Customisable Colour - minimum order 10 sheets
Indoor / Outdoor Clear - indoor or outdoor. Coloured - indoor only
Wet Areas Yes
Fabrication Standard wood-working tools
Thermoformable No
Installation An expansion gap of 1/16” per 36” (1mm per 1 metre) of product should be allowed for when setting out your sheets. Most glass fittings can be used
Refinishable No
Lead Time 8 - 10 weeks. Express delivery is available subject to a surcharge.
Care Instructions In most instances, warm water, mild detergent, and a soft sponge, cloth or chamois will be enough to clean Lucere Textures
Environmental Information Easily recycled. Contact your nearest Crown branch for details
Additional Comments 1. Being handmade, slight imperfections in Lucere are deemed acceptable. These slight imperfections may include small bubbles in the interlayer or slight surface texture imperfections. Any imperfection that is not visible 36” (1 meter) away from the panel is deemed within commercial tolerance.
2. Lucere sheets may not be perfectly flat. Due to this, it is always suggested that the sheet be fully framed or mechanically fixed.
3. Lucere can be used as a splashback but NOT behind a stove or cooktop. We recommend a minimum distance of 12” (300mm) from stove or cooktop.
Lucere is a collection of resin sheets featuring either encapsulated material, faux stone, deep textures, colour backing, or mirror creating sheets with unparalleled depth and clarity. Almost the entire Lucere range can be fabricated with standard wood working tools and easily installed with glass fittings, providing the perfect solution for applications where the weight and fragility of glass is problematic.

**WHAT IS LUCERE?**

**LUCERE FEATURES**

- Fabricated with standard wood working tools
- More impact resistant than glass
- Perfect for partitions, screens and lighting
- Easy to maintain